The wave impedance and the environment impedance are important for the wave-variable based teleoperator. It is difficult to get good performance when the parameters are not proper. The paper addresses how to design the wave based teleoperator when working environment undergoes changed. It is concluded that wave impedance should match environment impedance by discussing how wave impedance and environment impedance influence performance of the system. An teleoperator with wave impedance changing with environment impedance is designed to keep good trajectory tracking when working environment impedance undergoes changed. The experiment results show the trajectory performance and stability are good when wave impedance matches environment impedance.
Introduction
In a teleoperator, a remote slave manipulator can tracking the command trajectory of a local master manipulator (or similar device) which comes from human operator (user). Teleoperator has extensive applications ranging from the undersea robotics to space-based robotics [1, 2, 3] . What is more, for a bilateral teleoperator, environment force can be presented to operator, giving human operator a feeling of remote interaction between environment and slave manipulators. If the teleoperator is well-designed, it can be used to perform complex tasks such as telesurgery [4] .
To solve instability problem from time delays in the communication channel, Anderson and Spong [5] put forward a well-known solution based on scatter theory, which was further developed into wave-variable based approach by Niemeyer and Slotine [6] . From then on the wave-variable approach became a hot topic in teleoperator research for its clear description of physical signal flows and simplicity [7, 8, 9] . To improve transparency of the teleoperator based wave-variable, Ye and Liu [10] developed a new method for partially removing the bias term by adding a correction term on the returning wave path at the master side to guarantee the stability of the system. To solve the inherited problem of the departure between the master and slave trajectories, Hu and Liu proposed the compensating scheme which minimized signal transmission over the channel [11] .
However configuration of wave-variable based teleoperator should be well designed. When the junction impedances of system do not match, the circulating reflections will distort the force feedback and trajectory tracking, which may disorient human operator. To reduce the wave reflections, Niemeyer and Slotine proposed the impedances of master and slave should match each other [12] . Later Niemeyer restricted the bandwidth of the wave filters to overcome the wave reflections when the working environment is unknown [13] . Hirche [14, 15] developed a wavevariable based teleoperator with loop shaping filters to ensure the junction impedances matched. Most of the literatures tried to design new filters to reduce wave reflection and worked on the teleoperator working in the unchanged environment.
This paper addresses the wave-variable based teleoperator with changed environment impedance. It discussed how the wave impedance impacted on system performance and analyzed the relationship between wave impedance and environment impedance. Through experiment, we concluded the wave impedance should match the environment impedance. Compared with the previous works, the main contribution of this paper exists in the fact: A wave-variable based teleoperator with wave impedance and environment impedance matched is designed when the working environment undergoes changed, which is never addressed.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives configuration of the wavevariable based teleoperator. Section 3 and Section 4 discusses the impact of wave impedance and the environment impedance on system performance. A teleoperator with wave impedance and environment impedance matched is designed in Section 5. Section 6 concludes the paper with some recommendations for future work.
The Architecture of Wave-variable Based Teleoperator
The architecture of the teleoperator based on wave-variable is shown as Fig. 1 . Human force f h and force feedback from the slave side f mc are applied to master manipulator. The master manipulator moves with speedẋ m . The model for the human is writing as:
where the Z h is the impedance of the human operator.
The dynamics of the master manipulator is
where m m is the mass of the master manipulator.
The power variables -speedẋ m and force f mc are transformed into wave-variables u m and v m respectively at master side.
The wave-variables at master side are defined as follows:
where b is wave impedance which is a positive constant or a positive definite matrix.
After carried to the slave side, the wave-variables at slave side are expressed as
The wave-variables are transformed back into power-variables by inverse wave transformation.
whereẋ sc is command of the slave manipulator's speed.
The dynamics of the slave manipulator is
where f e is environment force andẋ s is speed of the slave manipulator. The environment impedance is
The PI controller applies the force f s to the slave manipulator to make sure that the slave manipulator moves as expected.
whereẋ s (t) is the velocity of the slave manipulator, s is complex variable in the complex domain, L −1 is inverse Laplace transform, ⊗ is convolution operation, B, K are the proportional and integration parameters respectively. 
The Effect of Wave Impedance on System Performance
According the definition of wave-variables, wave impedance determines weights of speed and force. Different wave impedance attaches different damping to teleoperator. Considering a teleoperator based wave-variable, increasing wave impedance b results in increasing weight of speed and decreasing weight of force. The system damping increases. Consequently the wave impedance determines system damping.
We can use some experiments to analyze effect of wave impedance on system performance. The system configuration is shown as Fig. 1 From the experiments, we can conclude that decreasing wave impedance leads to displacement of the slave lagging of that of the master. The delay between displacements of the slave and the master decreases with increasing of wave impedance. The less the wave impedance is, the more difficult the slave are to move.
The environment force and the force feedback to the master with different wave impedance are shown as Fig. 3 . The force feedback to the master will increase when the b increases. When 2 < b < 7, the force feedback to the master is close to the environment force. The force feedback to the master starts to overshoot when b = 7 N s/m. The force feedback to the master has already been unstable when b = 12 N s/m. Therefore, the force feedback to the master is inclined to be unstable when b > 7 N s/m. Consequently, 2 < b < 7 is a good choice. The system will have both good tracking performance and good transparency. Therefore different wave impedance will endow system with different damping. If the wave impedance increased, the manipulator is easy to move and the system damping decreases. The system will be stable and have good performance only when wave impedance is set to be a suitable value.
The Effect of Environment Impedance on System Performance
When the slave works in the environment whose impedance is variable, it is difficult to keep good performance, because the environment impedance has significant impact on system performance. For example, when the slave works in water, the environment impedance increases with deeper position. If the system has a good performance with the specified parameters in a certain depth, the good performance is difficult to keep when the depth changes.
We can use an experiment to show how environment impedance affects system performance.
The teleoperator worked in the water. The environment impedance changes as the depth changed. For example, the environment impedance is expressed as 
The Teleoperator with Variable Wave Impedance
Through a lot of experiments we found wave impedance should match environment impedance in wave-variable based teleoperator. The higher environment impedance is, the more environment force is applied to the slave. The slave is more difficult to move. The system damping is higher. As discussed in Section 3, different wave impedance attaches different damping to teleoperator. If the system damping increases, the wave impedance should also increase to keep good performance, otherwise the slave trajectory would lag of the master one much. Therefore the wave impedance should change with the environment impedance.
The wave-variable based teleoperator with wave impedance changing with environment impedance is necessary when environment is changeable. In experiments in Section IV, if the wave impedance changed to a suitable value after 25 ms, the tracking performance can be improved obviously. Configuration of the teleoperator with variable wave impedance is same as above, which is shown as Fig. 1 . However the wave impedance and the environment impedance are variable. The system parameters are same as above except the wave impedance. The delays between the master and salve continued to decrease which are shown as Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 . When b = 9 N s/m, the slave tracked the master well. If the wave impedance was set to 10, the slave trajectory began to overshoot, which is shown as Fig. 8 . The displacement of the slave is excess and system performance goes off. 
Conclusion
The paper discussed how the wave impedance of the wave-variable based teleoperator affected the system performance. Different wave impedance endows teleoperator with different damping. If the wave impedance increases, system damping decreases and the manipulator is easy to move. The system can have good performance only when wave impedance is set to be a suitable value. When system works in the environment whose impedance is variable, the wave impedance should change with the environment impedance. The wave impedance should match the system impedance. We can develop the wave impedance adaptive control algorithm in the future.
